Study: CT scans could bolster forensic
database to ID unidentified remains
14 January 2014
To develop a more robust database, Ross and her
team launched a study to determine whether it was
possible to get good skull coordinate data from
living people by examining CT scans.
The University of Pennsylvania Museum's Morton
Collection provided the NC State researchers with
CT scans of 48 skulls. Researchers mapped the
coordinates of the actual skulls manually using a
digitizer, or electronic stylus. Then they compared
the data from the CT scans with the data from the
manual mapping of the skulls.

This cranium image was constructed from CT scans.
Credit: Amanda Hale

The researchers found that eight bilateral
coordinates on the skull – those found on either
side of the head – were consistent for both the CT
scans and manual mapping.

"This will allow us to significantly expand the 3D-ID
database," Ross says. "And these bilateral
coordinates give important clues to ancestry,
A study from North Carolina State University finds because they include cheekbones and other facial
that data from CT scans can be incorporated into a characteristics."
growing forensic database to help determine the
ancestry and sex of unidentified remains. The
However, the five midline coordinates the
finding may also have clinical applications for
researchers tested showed inconsistencies
craniofacial surgeons.
between the CT scans and manual mapping.
Midline coordinates are those found along the
"As forensic anthropologists, we can map specific center of the skull, such as the bridge of the nose.
coordinates on a skull and use software that we
developed – called 3D-ID – to compare those three- "More research is needed to determine what
dimensional coordinates with a database of
causes these inconsistencies, and whether we'll be
biological characteristics," says Dr. Ann Ross, a
able to retrieve accurate midline data from CT
professor of anthropology at NC State and senior scans," says Amanda Hale, a former master's
author of a paper describing the work. "That
student at NC State and lead author of the paper.
comparison can tell us the ancestry and sex of
unidentified remains using only the skull – which is This research may also help craniofacial surgeons.
particularly valuable when dealing with incomplete "An improved understanding of the flaws in how CT
skeletal remains."
scans map skull features could help surgeons more
accurately map landmarks for reconstructive
However, the size of the 3D-ID database has been surgery," Hale says.
limited by the researchers' access to contemporary
skulls that have clearly recorded demographic
More information: The paper, "A Geometric
histories.
Morphometric Validation Study of Computed
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Tomography Extracted Craniofacial Landmarks," is
published in the January issue of the Journal of
Craniofacial Surgery. journals.lww.com/jcraniofacial
… ion_Study_of.48.aspx
Abstract
This study investigates the variation between
craniofacial landmarks extracted from computed
tomography (CT) scans and those collected from
direct digitization of dry skulls. Thirteen traditional
craniofacial landmarks were obtained from each CT
scan using the coordinate option in the software
Aviso. These coordinates were then compared to
the coordinates digitized directly from the dry skulls
as two separate samples and individually.
Similarities were found between the two coordinate
samples with the first principal component
representing only 23.97% of the total variation
associated with the data acquisition methods and
was found to be statistically significant (p=0.0223).
Differences were more prevalent along midline
landmarks. In contrast, the individual specimen
comparisons exhibited the largest amount of
variation within symmetric landmarks with bilateral
landmarks that were more medially located in the
CT sample, but no individual specimens were
significantly different (e.g. p-value=0.9883) when
comparing both data acquisition modalities.
Bilateral coordinates were not found to be
significantly different for either analysis (pvalue=0.4165). The significant differences found for
the entire dataset suggest that the combination of
CT extracted and digitized individuals need to be
further explored with respect to the reference
frames and sample composition. However, the
individual specimen comparison results of this
study validate the utility of CT extracted landmarks
when used for putative identifications in a forensic
setting and when clinically applied.
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